
 

 
 

REVISION: CELLS & CELL DIVISION        16 MARCH 2014 

 
Lesson Description 

In this lesson we revise: 

 Animal Cells 

 Plant Cells 

 Cell Division: Mitosis 

 
Summary 

The Structure of an Animal Cell 

 

Diagram of an Animal Cell showing the details of the various organelles 

The Structure of a Plant Cell 

 



 

 
 

 
Improve your Skills 

Animal Cells 

Question 1 

The following flow chart illustrates the relationship between two important processes found in the cells 
of plants. 

 

1.1. Identify the metabolic processes that organelles X and Y control respectively.  (2) 

1.2. Name the carbohydrate that is formed by X and used by Y.    (1) 

1.3. Provide labels for parts A, B and C.       (3) 

1.4. Give ONE structural adaptation of each organelle and describe how this  enables the 
organelle to function efficiently.        (4) 

Plant Cells 

Question 1 

A grade 10 pupil submitted the following drawings of animal cells and plant cells that she viewed 
under the light microscope 

 

1.1 Which of the following drawings (A or B) represents : 
a.) plant cells  
b.) animal           

1.2 State two visible differences between cells A and B.       



 

 
 

1.3 Mitochondria and chloroplasts were not visible under the microscope. Explain why this is 
so. 

1.4 State one function of the part labelled C.        
1.5 Name two components of cell membranes.        
1.6 Name the process by which water molecules pass through the cell membrane.  

Cell Division: Mitosis 

Question 1 

The diagram below shows various cells undergoing cell division at different stages. Study the diagram 
and then answer the questions that follow. 

 

1.1 Identify whether cell division in the above diagram is occurring in a plant or animal cell.  
Give a reason for your answer.        (2) 

1.2. Identify the four different mitotic stages in the diagram.     (4) 

1.3. Which part of a cell actually divides during mitosis?     (1) 

1.4. In which type of cell does mitosis occur --- prokaryote or eukaryote? Explain why.  (3) 

1.5. Name a type of cell that doesn’t undergo mitosis.     (1) 

1.6 Name, in order, the four stages of mitosis.      (2) 

1.7. Name 2 distinguishing characteristics that happen to a cell during Early Prophase. (2) 

1.8. Why do chromosomes become visible during prophase?     (1) 

 


